Seizure types have been described that do not conform to traditional classification schemes. We present another unusual type characterized by focal onset with secondary generalization, that is followed immediately by continued focal activity that generalizes again without an intervening break. Better understanding of these seizure types may allow improved targeted therapies and help shed light on the mechanistic underpinnings of epilepsy.
Introduction
Seizure types not conforming to traditional classification schemes have been described in the literature. These include generalized seizures with focal evolution and ping-pong seizures characterized by focal onset with switching lateralization [1] [2] [3] . We present another unusual type: focal onset with secondary generalization, but followed immediately by continued focal activity that generalizes for a second time before seizure cessation.
Case
A 57 year-old woman was admitted to epilepsy monitoring unit for focal epilepsy due to subarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to a ruptured/clipped right middle cerebral aneurysm two years prior. Coronal and axial MRI demonstrated sequelae of prior injury including temporal and perisylvian encephalomalacia. She had had two events without loss of awareness in the month preceding admission, one with bilateral limb shaking and another with left upper extremity burning sensation. She was then on lamotrigine 200 bid.
During admission she had one seizure event. Clinically, approximately 60 seconds into the initial electrographic focal activity she reported a burning sensation in her left upper extremity and left lip. She was subsequently unable to squeeze with her left hand, but continued to be verbal and communicative until she developed leftward eye deviation and clonic head movements. This evolved into tonic-clonic movements prominently involving her upper body lasting lasting about 80 seconds. A few seconds after this abated she started to slowly respond. Two minutes later her eyes deviated to the left and she again exhibited generalized tonic-clonic activity lasting approximately 150 seconds.
Ictal EEG showed a right frontotemporal rhythmic delta at the seizure onset. This evolved in frequency and amplitude for a few seconds before spreading to right temporal and central regions, thereafter generalizing into a tonic-clonic discharge pattern. After approximately 2 minutes the generalized pattern was immediately replaced by a distinct right frontotemporal and central delta discharge. This pattern evolved in amplitude and frequency for about 2 minutes before again generalizing into a tonic-clonic discharge pattern (Figure 1) . Given the unique seizure propagation features, we employed quantitative EEG (qEEG) trend analysis (Magic Marker Insight, Persyst Inc., Prescott, AZ) for further characterization. The
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rhythmicity spectrogram, asymmetry spectrogram, and the aEEG panels illustrate a right hemisphere onset focal seizure preceding generalization, followed immediately by right hemispheric seizure activity without any intervening break. The seizure then generalized for a second time before its cessation (Figure 2) . 
Discussion
Focal events proceeding from generalized events have been described by Williamson et al. in six patients [1] . The secondary focal evolution is thought related to initial misdiagnosis as complex partial seizures in four of these patients. Improvement was noted with treatment for generalized seizures. Linane et al. also described generalized onset seizures with focal evolution in ten patients [2] . Six were eventually diagnosed with genetic/idiopathic etiology, and the other four as structural/metabolic/symptomatic--all improving with medicine changes targeting generalized onset. Another seizure type not fitting into traditional classification schemes is the ping-pong seizure, as described by Fisher et al [3] . They report thirteen patients with shifting laterality at maximal seizure activity: rather than a focal seizure generalizing, a focal seizure switched to the contralateral size with cessation of seizure activity on the origin side. These authors converge on a few same teaching points: 1) unless an entire seizure episode is captured, partial electrographic recordings can lead clinicians to misdiagnose seizure type and/or origin; and 2) seizure types exist that do not conform to traditional seizure classification
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schemes, with neglect of this leading to misdiagnosis. Such misdiagnoses are associated with lack of seizure control, e.g. treating generalized seizures with focal-targeting drugs.
Herein we describe an additional seizure type not conforming to classical classification schemes, characterized by: focal onset, secondary generalization, immediate return of focal activity, and re-generalization before seizure cessation. It is not clear what exactly the focal activity immediately succeeding the first generalization represents. Possibilities include focal evolution of the general activity, or simply continuation of the original focal event despite attenuation of generalized activity. If the former type of evolution, conceivably the focal generator is less refractory--relating to whatever mechanisms led to it being the generator in the first place. If the latter type of evolution with the generator acting like a pilot light, conceivably the continuation stems from asynchrony between the focal activity and subsequent general activity--i.e. synchrony that may be involved in seizure termination is present in the general component but not the "refractory" focal circuitry. In this patient synchrony differed between the initial generalization and secondary generalization phases, which might reflect the latter mechanism. Beyond the likely necessity of a focal generator/disturbance, it is unclear what is requisite to manifest this focal-general-focal-activity. Further observations of the phenomenon with different structural lesions may provide insight into circuits that may be more salient, as well as what role synchrony may play.
Synchronization may be a specific common component in seizure termination. This has been described as resynchronization, hypersynchronization, and thalamocortical oscillations in human partial seizure recordings [4] . Termination is characterized specifically by synchronous periodic bursting involving more diffuse cortical regions than at onset, as well as with progressive enhancement of burst activity and interburst interval. The associated longer postburst depression may stop seizures by preventing further ictal network reactivation. Increased prevalence of EEG will allow capturing of more of these atypical seizures, with better characterization afforded by presurgical/surgical studies and improved technology (e.g. highdensity electrodes, wider bandwidth, increased sampling rate, and improved analytic/qEEG algorithms). Such greater spatial & temporal characterization will more clearly depict ictal networks and phenomena such as hypersynchronization. This will help inform the development of more targeted and efficacious therapies for these atypical seizure types.
